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OPENING

THIS WORKSHOP IS BEING RECORDED

Csilla Bartok, ACER Claude Mangin, ENTSOG



Housekeeping rules 

• Microphones and cameras have been disabled for attendees

• During the presentations, we kindly ask you to pose any clarification questions via the chat; all attendees will 
view all questions (and replies given in the chat). Questions/comments not relating to the specific presentation 
will be saved for the discussion part of the agenda.

• After each agenda-item we will give the presenters the opportunity to briefly address the questions (if time 
permits)

• During the discussion, you can still pose questions in the chat or raise your hand to ask the questions; if you 
raise your hand your microphone and camera will be enabled, and you will be kindly asked to open your 
microphone (and camera if you wish) and ask the question/provide comment; afterwards your microphone 
and camera will be disabled again

• A post workshop survey will be sent to all participants to capture additional comments and reflections. We 
kindly ask you to only provide one answer per organisation 

• All presentations are available on the event page where also the workshop recording will be uploaded



Indicative time Workshop items

09:00 – 09:05
1. OPENING

1.1 Opening by the Chairs

09:05 – 09:25

2. FUNC CASE: THE ISSUE

2.1 EFET’s proposal – EFET

2.2 Summary of the results of the 2021 Public consultation – ENTSOG

09:25 – 10:10

3. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

3.1 Regulatory principles and orientations – ACER

3.2 Proposals for more flexible capacity allocation – ENTSOG

10:10 – 10:25 Break

10:25 – 12:20

4. REACTION FROM STAKEHOLDERS

4.1 Booking platforms – GSA, PRISMA, RBP

4.2 Other stakeholders – EFET

4.3 Discussion

12:20 – 12:30 5. CLOSING REMARKS
12:30 Adjourn



ACER-ENTSOG Workshop on EFET’s FUNC Proposal 

27 June 2022 

Steve Rose –Chair of EFET’s Gas Hub Development Group (working for RWE) 
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Summary of EFET’s FUNC Proposal (1)

Background

➢ Implementation of CAM NC in Nov 2015 made IP capacity booking more efficient

➢ standardised products, auction timetable and allocation mechanisms

➢ smaller number of booking platforms

➢ bundled capacity

➢ CAM NC has contributed positively to market development by

➢ reducing contractual congestion

➢ narrowing price spreads and increasing price correlation

➢ increasing liquidity

➢ Despite this CAM NC limits opportunities for efficient price arbitrage across the forward curve

➢ spreads > transport costs outside the Y/Q/M capacity auction windows or < when the widows are 

open, reducing opportunities for traders to buy and TSOs to sell IP capacity

➢ merchant TSOs (IUK and BBL) have successfully used a form of implicit allocation to flexibly 

offer capacity at times when it is commercially attractive to book it, maximising their revenue
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Summary of EFET’s FUNC Proposal (2)

The proposal

➢ FUNC proposal raised in Jan 2019 to make firm IP capacity more available, via supplementary 

uniform price allocation (UPA) auctions on top of ascending clock allocation (ACA) auctions

➢ Y/Q/M capacity that remained unsold after the relevant ACA auction would be offered daily through 

UPA auctions until it becomes usable

➢ UPA auctions start 3rd business day after the initial ACA auction and end 3rd business day before 

capacity becomes usable

➢ separate 1 hour booking windows for Y/Q/M capacity each day at 10:00, 12:00 and 14:00 CET

➢ consistent in principle with the CAM NC but not fully compliant in a couple of small aspects

➢ TSOs and booking platforms could choose whether to hold UPA auctions or not, possibly on a 

trial basis, to speed up possible implementation
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Summary of EFET’s FUNC Proposal (3)

Experience to date

➢ Whilst we appreciate the work ENTSOG/ACER have done evaluating our proposal, over 2 years on 

we’re still discussing options and are no nearer to making IP capacity more readily available

➢ Over the last nine months EU wholesale gas market prices and volatility have skyrocketed, widening 

spreads dramatically and unpredictably e.g. Winter 22/3 spreads > €15Mwh THE-TTF

➢ EFET’s proposal would greatly help to facilitate efficient arbitrage between EU hubs and boost 

liquidity in extremely challenging market conditions

➢ In these unprecedented times EU/ACER should endorse the use of the EFET proposal on a 

voluntary basis until the CAM NC can be amended to reflect a harmonised EU wide solution



Picture courtesy of Gas Connect Austria

Public Consultation - FUNC issue ID 01/2020 ‘Greater flexibility to book firm capacity at IPs’

Public Consultation – Main Results

Madeleine Hammerman, Market Advisor, ENTSOG



General overview of participants
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Network user Other

Roles of the 17 participants

Other:

2 Business Associations (EFET and BDEW)

2 TSOs (IUK and National Grid)*

1 Exchange Association (Europex)

1 Capacity Booking Platform Operator

Participant name Country

Anonymous participant 1 NA

Anonymous participant 2 NA

Anonymous participant 3 NA

Anonymous participant 4 NA

PRISMA European Capacity Platform GmbH Germany

BDEW Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft Germany

Bord Gáis Energy Ltd Ireland

EFET Netherlands

EnBW Germany

Eni Italy

Equinor ASA Norway

Europex Belgium

Interconnector UK LTD Belgium

National Grid United Kingdom

NATURGY Spain

OMV Gas Marketing & Trading GmbH Austria

RWE Supply & Trading Germany *Some UK TSOs participated in the public consultation since, at the point in time of the 

consultation, it was still unclear how Brexit would affect their membership in ENTSOG



Section 1: Questions aimed at evaluating the key provisions of the NC CAM
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Section 2: Questions aimed at collecting feedback on the EFET proposal
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Most participants considered EFET’s proposal
to introduce more auctions for monthly,
quarterly, and yearly capacity as an
improvement to the current rules

More auctions for yearly capacity have a bit less
support than monthly and quarterly. Monthly capacity
seems to be the most appealing capacity



Section 3: Questions aimed at exploring other options besides the EFET proposal
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Take aways of public consultation and EFET requests
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More auctions for more opportunity

Secure Monthly auctions

New runtimes (long- and short-term) Book earlier or later (closer to product start)

Improve WD auctions 



www.entsog.eu | info@entsog.eu

ENTSOG - European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas

Avenue de Cortenbergh 100, 1000 Bruxelles

Thank you for your attention

Madeleine Hammerman, ENTSOG

madeleine.hammerman@entsog.eu
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/entsog---european-network-of-transmission-system-operators-for-gas
https://twitter.com/ENTSOG
https://vimeo.com/entsog
https://www.linkedin.com/company/entsog---european-network-of-transmission-system-operators-for-gas


PUBLIC

Regulators Views on 
Core Principles for 
Capacity Allocation

Workshop FUNC Case “Greater Flexibility To Book 
Firm Capacity At Interconnection Points”, 27 June 2022 
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Origins of the CAM NC

• Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks (Gas Regulation) 

provides the principles for capacity allocation in Article 16 (retained as Article 9 in the Recast proposal):

• Maximise capacity

• Transparent and non-discriminatory allocation mechanisms 

• Provide economic signals

• Compatible with markets and trading hubs and capable of adapting to evolving market circumstances

• Regulation (EU) 2017/459 (CAM NC) sets rules for technical implementation of capacity allocation mechanisms:

• Lack of equal and transparent access to transmission capacity & different rules between MSs and from 
one IP to the other → obstacle for achieving effective competition and a well-functioning internal gas 
market.

• CAM NC aims at achieving and ensuring the necessary degree of harmonisation in capacity allocation 
rules across the EU, allowing effective competition between suppliers, shipping gas according to price 
signals, using the transmission capacities at interconnection points between market areas. 

17



CAM NC relies on core principles

• CAM NC instruments and related principles include:

- cascading principle (Art. 8(3))

- ‘set aside’ rule (Art. 8(6)&(7))

- standardised capacity products (Art. 9 to 15)

- common auction calendar (Art. 12 to 15)

- capacity allocation via auctions with common algorithms (Art. 16, 17, 
18)

- bundling of capacity (Art. 19, 20, 21)
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CAM NC needs to be in tune with market context

• Back in 2013, when the CAM NC entered into force, the EU gas market was characterised by:

➢ variety of capacity allocation rules,

➢ fragmentation 

➢ few liquid hubs.

• In its 2012 MMR, ACER concluded that:

“With a few exceptions in North-West Europe, the liquidity of gas hubs is still unsatisfactory, 

whilst congestion remains a significant feature at a number of interconnection points” 

→ Implementing common harmonised rules at every IP was a priority.

• Today, strong hubs have emerged – Dutch (TTF) and UK (NBP) in the lead.

• While the implementation of the CAM NC has delivered good results; a reassessment of the degree of 

adaptation of the CAM NC to the evolved market context and market participants’ needs is justified. 
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The EFET proposal

• EFET’s FUNC case on “Greater flexibility to book firm capacity at IPs” includes a proposal to better align 

capacity allocation processes with market participants’ needs

• ACER and ENTSOG took the EFET proposal as an opportunity to open a broader consultation on the 

degree of satisfaction of market participants towards the CAM rules: 

➢ the 2021 public consultation addressed EFET’s proposal 

➢ but also other items of the capacity allocation mechanism 
• auction algorithms, 

• capacity products with the possibility to add new products, 

• auction timings and calendar, etc.

• ACER and NRAs have analysed EFET’s proposal and the responses to the public consultation in details, 

with great interest
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Regulators’ views to date (1)

• ACER CAM TF has met regularly these past 2 years to discuss and analyse the various measures 

that could improve the CAM NC based on:

- EFET proposals

- Responses to the public consultation

- Discussions with TSOs (e.g. Joint NRA-TSO Webinar in July 2021)

- ENTSOG proposals

• ACER and NRAs stand by the core regulatory principles supporting the internal market, 

including: 

➢ Efficiency, including cost efficiency, with a view to deliver value to users; 

➢ Transparency (and with it simplicity) of market rules; 

➢ Prevention of market fragmentation
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• The implementation of the CAM NC has delivered good results.

• Any modification to improve the NC should be assessed in view of:

✓ Keep the main principles of the code, such as bundling and cascading of capacity products, 

to ensure non-discriminatory access and avoid market fragmentation.

✓ Promoting instruments for capacity allocation that can accommodate changing market 

conditions

✓ Consider the costs and benefits of changes for TSOs, booking platforms and shippers (and 

any impact on the final consumer bill)

22

Regulators’ views to date (2)



✓ Measures could be introduced to reduce the length of yearly (Y), quarterly (Q), and monthly (M) 

allocation processes

✓ reducing the duration of auction rounds of ascending clock auctions (ACA) and of the time 
between rounds 

✓ replacing ACA for M (and Q) products with uniform price auctions (UPA), which is already known 
as the auction procedure for day-ahead (DA) / within-day (WD) products,

✓ Auctions could be scheduled closer to the runtime start of the products

✓ in particular for Q and M products, provided measures are taken to reduce the duration of 
auctions:

✓ Monthly products could be auctioned further in advance within a given quarter

✓ Daily products could be auctioned in advance within a given month

✓ Improvements could be made to ease the WD auctioning process

23

Regulators’ views to date (3)



Concluding remarks

• Measures should comply with core regulatory principles of capacity allocation

• Be effective: 

• The CAM NC rules should promote instruments for capacity allocation that can 
accommodate changing market conditions

• Rules resilient to market changes would be optimal.

• Be efficient: 

• The proposed NC CAM changes shall be feasible and cost efficient from the point of view 

of all stakeholder categories (Network users, TSOs, Booking platforms)
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@eu_acer

linkedin.com/company/EU-ACER/

info@acer.europa.eu

acer.europa.eu

Thank you!
Any questions?
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Picture courtesy of Gas Connect Austria

Madeleine Hammerman, Market Advisor, ENTSOG

ACER/ENTSOG joint workshop 27 June 2022

Proposals for more flexible capacity allocation 

4/15/2022

Brussels



Analysis of EFET Proposal 
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Supplementary UPA (Uniform Price Algorithm) auctions for yearly, quarterly, and monthly products would be held for any capacity 
remaining unsold after the first relevant CAM NC (ascending clock) auction, up to the point where the capacity becomes usable

Monthly ACA auctions are scheduled earlier, on the 1st Monday of the month

• Does not respect current cascading rules for 

some products*

• The issue of the initial ACA lasting too long 

would remain

• Increased number of auctions could 

potentially lead to changed booking patterns 

(increased volatile market)

Issues Benefits Costs & complexity

• Increase the opportunity for shippers and for

TSOs to sell capacity

• Better timing (reduced time between auction

and runtime and frequencies more in line

with commodity market)

• Increased market liquidity and hence

economic allocation optimality

• Structural changes in NC due to change

in cascading rules

• IT cost and resources

*for example the same period for month of October could be offered on the same day both as a quarterly product auction and a monthly product auction. 



EFET request + PC responses + TSO feedback = options for greater flexibility

ENTSOG process
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Aim and scope: 

− Identify and answer key questions for market 
players

− Strike a balance between flexibility and 
foreseeability 

− Uphold core principles of capacity allocation

− Offer variety of options and combinations with 
different levels of complexity for the future 
discussions

Missing: 

- Evaluation of each options compatibility with 
current CAM NC rules and/or required 
amendments

- Further market input to go further with some 
options

- Detailed cost / benefit analysis
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Options for greater flexibility

Proposal 1

Shorten the 

bidding rounds of 

ACA  (+ more 

rounds)

Proposal 3

”Full” alternative 

to EFET proposal 

respecting current 

cascading rules

Proposal 2

“Light” 

alternative to 

EFET proposal

Example auction calendarExample auction calendarNo separate auction calendar 

No preferred option at this stage!
Options can also be considered as building blocks to be combined with each other in different ways

Additional 

proposals

Example auction calendar*

*not all additional proposals have example auction calendars and the existing ones are still under assessment 



Proposal 1 - Shorten the bidding rounds of ACA
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• Does not fully address the request from EFET

• Timing feasibility for shippers and booking

platforms must be assessed

Issues Benefits

• More bidding rounds could be held during the

same timeframe.

• The transport customers would know earlier if

they got the capacity or not and can act

accordingly (possible increased liquidity on

wholesale/commodity market).

• NC amendment required to change the

bidding rounds (implementation time

would be long)

• Compared to EFET proposal costs would

be smaller but might be IT costs involved

in changing the bidding rounds.

• Feasibility for Booking Platforms to be

assessed

*for example 30 min instead of 1 hour between bidding rounds and/or reduce the time of the first bidding round from 3 to 1 hour, and the subsequent ones from 1h to 30 min

Costs & complexity

With shorter bidding rounds*, more bidding rounds could be held within the same timeframe.

The concrete runtimes of bidding times might not have to be defined in the code; NC CAM could state they have to be published

in connection to when the auction calendar is produced, for example. This would make NC CAM more flexible, and we could more

easily/faster react to changed market conditions.



Proposal 2 - “Light” alternative to EFET proposal
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• Does not fully address the request from

EFET: No additional auctions (except for

monthly products) as initially requested by

EFET.

• Does not provide earlier auctions

Issues Benefits

• Book capacity at moment with higher visibility

of market conditions (closer to the product

start)

• Additional opportunities to book monthly

products

• Changing auction dates costless but

changing algorithms/add auctions could

cost. Per the preliminary assessment,

some changes could be achieved within

the current legal framework of CAM NC,

however, impact on NC must be assessed

• Feasibility for Booking Platforms must be

assessed

• Lower costs compared to the

development of the EFET

proposal/proposal 3 are anticipated

*for example, the annual (firm and interruptible) capacity auctions (along with the publication of the capacity offer) could be postponed to the end of August/beginning of September

Costs & complexity

• Postpone the annual yearly auction by ACA closer to the start of the yearly product*

• More flexible deadlines for quarterly/monthly auctions by ACA closer to the start of the product

Can be combined with:

• Add additional monthly auctions→ Subsequent to ACA or by using UPA in substitution of ACA

If ACA stays, shortening rounds could also be considered (see proposal 1)



Proposal 3 - ”Full” alternative to EFET proposal (respecting current cascading rules) 
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Follow the current CAM NC calendar for yearly, quarterly and monthly products but introduce additional UPA auctions. 

Maintain auctioning through ACA of the annual yearly auction, then offer yearly products on a continuous* basis through UPA 
till the auction date of the next shortest product (quarterly capacities) starts. 

Quarterly and monthly** products would be offered through UPA from the start and then also be offered on a continuous basis. 

DA and WD auctions remain the same. No changes to set-aside rules. 

Interruptible could also still be offered if firm capacity is not offered at all, sold out or sold with auction premium.

 Increased number of auctions could

potentially lead to changed booking patterns

(increased volatile market)

 IT stability/availability: additional auctions

could strain systems

 Operational process could be challenging for

shippers and booking platforms

Issues Benefits

• Greater flexibility: Covers most of shipper's

requests for greater flexibility (EFET and

public consultation)

• Better timing (reduced time between auction

and runtime and frequencies more in line

with commodity market)

• Increase the opportunity for shippers and for

TSOs to sell capacity

 Increased market liquidity and hence

economic allocation optimality

• IT cost to be analysed (TSOs, BPs,

shippers).

• Impact on operational processes which

may have to be adapted

• Impact on NC and CMP rules must be

assessed, however, less structural

changes compared to EFET proposal

because it respects the cascading

principle.

*Continuous auctions = while there is still available capacity, sell in successive sessions – continually – after the initial ACA.
**The auctions for the monthly products covers the period of the previous longer-term product, e.g. after end of offer of Q4, M10, M11, M12 would be offered at the same time (at ‘original’ offer date of M10). 

Costs & complexity



Additional proposals
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❑ UPA for all products from the beginning (replacing ACA), but no additional auctions

❑ For ACA with long duration, step out from the ACA, opening a UPA

❑ UPA rules: replace pay-as-clear (UPA) with single round pay-as-bid or pay-as-clear UPA with one bid

❑ WD auctions: first round of WD auction for 24h products to finish earlier and introduce additional WD24 after

❑ Options addressing request for seasonal products and additional runtimes

➢ Add auctions for remaining days of the month on a day-ahead basis

➢ Auctions spanning 2 gas years



* Equivalent to ‘balance of month’ products
**Continuous = offering auctions on a 
continuous basis as long as capacity is available



Additional considerations
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Items identified by TSOs to be further investigated, together with NRAs and market:

❑ Possibility to amend the CAM NC in a way that would allow for future changes without the need to further adapt the NC
rules. E.g. introducing a possibility to modify auction frequency/dates/form without amending the CAM NC again.

❑ The frequency of additional UPA:
▪ Holding UPA every day or specific windows where UPA could be run (e.g. a few UPA opportunities after the ACA).

Having too many UPA auctions or within a short timeframe could become burdensome in terms of checking
publication terms, etc. especially for small shippers. The process of holding the auctions (ACA or UPA) is quite
automated, it should however be discussed with the Booking Platform Operators.

▪ As a consequence of offering additional UPA auctions e.g. on a weekly basis, the duration of the UPA auction could
need to be opened longer (e.g. 1h longer) to avoid first-come-first-served situations.

▪ How many auctions go beyond the first round should also be considered while proposing changes (maybe some
changes are only relevant for monthly products).

❑ Method of pricing for UPA auctions to be further assessed (pay-as-bid vs pay-as-clear).
▪ Current pay-as-clear method could pose a potential risk for manipulation of the clearing price. Pay-as-bid could be

used to value capacity according to shippers’ availability and interest. Pro-rata (or other) rules might be needed to
allocate bids having the same price. Capacity would be renumerated according to market value.



Questions for market participants
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Proposal 1 

o What is the ideal length of the bidding rounds according to you? (currently first bidding round is 3h, subsequent rounds 1h 

w. 1h between rounds). How do you feel about not having the times defined in the code itself? 

Proposal 2

o What are your thoughts about the proposals that suggest replacing the initial ACA and use UPA from the start? 

Proposal 3 

o What are your thoughts on the frequency of additional UPAs for Y, Q and M products? Should all products have the same 

frequency? 

General questions

o Which aspects of capacity allocation should be kept as detailed rules in the CAM NC and what could be left to be decided 

separately. What could the separate process look like? 

To be discussed after the break 



www.entsog.eu | info@entsog.eu

ENTSOG - European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas

Avenue de Cortenbergh 100, 1000 Bruxelles

Thank you for your attention

Madeleine Hammerman, ENTSOG

madeleine.hammerman@entsog.eu
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ANNEXES – Example auction calendars

38



Oct 22Sep 22Aug 22Jul 22

Yearly
1st Monday of Jul

Quarterly & Monthly

1st Monday of M-2: Aug

3rd Monday of M-1: Sep

3rd Monday of M-1: Oct

3rd Monday of M-1: Nov

1st Monday of M-2: Nov

3rd Monday of M-1: Dec

3rd Monday of M-1: Jan

3rd Monday of M-1: Feb

1st Monday of M-2: Feb

3rd Monday of M-1: Mar

3rd Monday of M-1: Apr

3rd Monday of M-1: May

1st Monday of M-2: May

3rd Monday of M-1: Jun

3rd Monday of M-1: Jul

3rd Monday of M-1: Aug

Nov 22 Dec 22 Jan 23 Feb 23 Mar 23 Apr 23 May 23 Jun 23 Jul 23 Aug 23 Sep 23

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Timeline

Q4 2022

Gas Year 2022

Oct 22

Nov 22

Dec 22

Q2 2023Q1 2023 Q3 2023

Jan 23

Feb 23

Mar 23

Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Apr 23

May 23

Jun 23

Q3 2023

Jul 23

Aug 23

Sep 23

General description as in CAM NC – final auction calendar might result in marginal adaptations not reflected in this view, mainly depending on public holidays

Current CAM auction calendar
Firm Y/Q/M standard products for 1 gas year

CAM auction calendar date – ACA

Y/Q/M Standard product runtime

No new offer of capacity



Quarterly & Monthly

1st Monday of M-1: Aug

1st Monday of M-1: Sep

1st Monday of M-1: Oct

1st Monday of M-1: Nov

1st Monday of M-2: Nov

1st Monday of M-1: Dec

1st Monday of M-1: Jan

1st Monday of M-1: Feb

1st Monday of M-2: Feb

1st Monday of M-1: Mar

1st Monday of M-1: Apr

1st Monday of M-1: May

1st Monday of M-2: May

1st Monday of M-1: Jun

1st Monday of M-1: Jul

1st Monday of M-1: Aug

Oct 22Sep 22Aug 22Jul 22

Yearly
1st Monday of Jul

Nov 22 Dec 22 Jan 23 Feb 23 Mar 23 Apr 23 May 23 Jun 23 Jul 23 Aug 23 Sep 23

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Timeline

Dec 22

Q2 2023Q1 2023 Q3 2023

Jan 23

Feb 23

Mar 23

Q3 2023

Apr 23

May 23

Jun 23

Jul 23

Aug 23

Sep 23

Final auction calendar might result in marginal adaptations not reflected in this view, mainly depending on public holidays

Added UPA 
auctions

Gas Year 2022

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Anticipated
ACA auction

Oct 22

Nov 22

1) Not exhaustive – only firm capacity auctions shown for 1 gas year period 

2) Proposal stipulates 2 business days between ACA and additional UPA auctions, including if ACAs extend in time; 
UPAs would be suspended at the corresponding IP(s) until the 3rd business day after end of the CAM ACA auction. 
Y and Q auctions have additional suspension periods during which capacity for lower runtimes are set aside

No supplementary UPA auctions2)

CAM auction calendar date – ACAY/Q/M Standard product runtime

Changed CAM date – ACASupplementary daily auctions - UPA

EFET proposal1) compared to current CAM auction calendar
Increase auction frequency of Firm Y/Q/M standard products using UPA, modified cascading rules

Only Q4 UPA 
suspended

Only Q1 UPA 
suspended

Only Q2 UPA 
suspended

Q3 UPA 
suspended

Q1 2023

Q1 2023

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023



Quarterly & Monthly

1st Monday of M-1: Sep

2nd last Monday of M-1: Sep

2nd last Monday of M-1: Oct

2nd last Monday of M-1: Nov

1st Monday of M-1: Dec

2nd last Monday of M-1: Dec

2nd last Monday of M-1: Jan

2nd last Monday of M-1: Feb

1st Monday of M-1: Mar

2nd last Monday of M-1: Mar

2nd last Monday of M-1: Apr

2nd last Monday of M-1: May

1st Monday of M-1: Jun

2nd last Monday of M-1: Jun

2nd last Monday of M-1: Jul

2nd last Monday of M-1: Aug

Oct 22Sep 22Aug 22Jul 22

Yearly
2nd last2) Monday of Aug

Nov 22 Dec 22 Jan 23 Feb 23 Mar 23 Apr 23 May 23 Jun 23 Jul 23 Aug 23 Sep 23

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Timeline

Dec 22

Q2 2023Q1 2023 Q3 2023

Jan 23

Feb 23

Mar 23

Q3 2023

Apr 23

May 23

Jun 23

Jul 23

Aug 23

Sep 23

Final auction calendar might result in marginal adaptations not reflected in this view, mainly depending on public holidays

Possibility to add
UPA auctions

Gas Year 2022

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Oct 22

Nov 22

1) Not exhaustive – only firm capacity auctions shown for 1 gas year period  2) Firm capacity is offered in the second last 
Monday of the month, while interruptible is offered in the last Monday of the month in question

CAM auction calendar date – ACAY/Q/M Standard product runtime

Changed CAM date – ACA; for M auctions: change from ACA to UPA to be analyzedPossible supplementary auctions - UPA

ENTSOG P21) compared to current CAM auction calendar
”Light” alternative to EFET proposal, respecting current cascading rules

ACA auction date put forward

Current ACA auction date

No new offer of capacity



ENTSOG P31) compared to current CAM auction calendar
”Full” alternative to EFET proposal, respecting current cascading rules

Oct 22Sep 22Aug 22Jul 22

Yearly
1st Monday of Jul

Quarterly & Monthly

1st Monday of Aug – UPA (ACA2))

3rd Monday of Sep → last BD3) of Sep

3rd Monday of Sep → last BD of Oct

3rd Monday of Sep → last BD of Nov

1st Monday of Aug → 3rd Monday of Dec

3rd Monday of Dec → last BD of Dec

3rd Monday of Dec → last BD of Jan

3rd Monday of Dec → last BD of Feb

1st Monday of Aug → 3rd Monday of Mar

3rd Monday of Mar → last BD March

3rd Monday of Mar → last BD of Apr

3rd Monday of Mar → last BD of May

1st Monday of Aug → 3rd Monday of Jun

3rd Monday of Jun → last BD of Jun

3rd Monday of Jun → last BD of Jul

3rd Monday of Jun → last BD of Aug

Nov 22 Dec 22 Jan 23 Feb 23 Mar 23 Apr 23 May 23 Jun 23 Jul 23 Aug 23 Sep 23

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023

No supplementary UPA auctions

CAM auction calendar date – ACA

Timeline

Y/Q/M Standard product runtime

Changed CAM date – UPA instead of ACA

Q4 2022

Gas Year 2022

Supplementary auctions – UPA4)

Regular ACA auction

Added UPA 
auctions

1st Monday

3rd Monday

Oct 22

Nov 22

Anticipated
ACA UPA auction

Dec 22

Q2 2023Q1 2023 Q3 2023

Jan 23

Feb 23

Mar 23

Same CAM auction calendar date – UPA instead of ACA

Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Apr 23

May 23

Jun 23

Q3 2023

Jul 23

Aug 23

Sep 23

1) Not exhaustive – only firm capacity auctions shown for 1 gas year period

2) ACA auction replaced with UPA auction

3) BD – business day

4) Frequency of additional UPAs to be assessed 

General description as in CAM NC – final auction calendar might result in marginal adaptations not reflected in this view, mainly depending on public holidays

Nov 22

Dec 22

Dec 22 Q1 2023

Q1 2023

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Q2 2023

Feb 23

Mar 23

Mar 23

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

Q3 2023

May 23

Jun 23

Jun 23

Aug 23

Sep 23

Sep 23
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GREAT SOLUTION 
FOR AUCTIONING

FUNC issue.

GSA Platform point of view.



PROPOSAL 1

PROPOSAL 1 – shorter bidding rounds

❖ On GSA Platform we can easily adjust lenght of bidding rounds as well as breaks between rounds.
❖ Proposal: each round lasts 45 minutes, breaks lasts 15 minutes, each round starts at the beginning of the hour
❖ No additional implementation costs

With shorter bidding rounds, more bidding rounds could be held within the same timeframe.

The concrete runtimes of bidding times might not have to be defined in the code; NC CAM could state they have to be published

in connection to when the auction calendar is produced, for example. This would make NC CAM more flexible, and we could more

easily/faster react to changed market conditions.



PROPOSAL 2

PROPOSAL 2 – postpone yearly auction closer to start of gas year, as well as Q and M auctions
❖ Easily adjustable in GSA configuration, no additional implementation costs

Adding additional auction terms ACA
❖ Estimated implementation time 1 month

Offering the same products by ACA and UPA algorhitm
❖ We would like to avoid situation of offering the same products by more than one auction agorithm (ACA and UPA), it 

would cause development and maintenence challenges
❖ In the case of repeating the auction for the same products, the issue of the starting price arises, if, for example in the first 

capacity was made available, when auction premium appeared - then the starting price of the auction should be set in the 
amount of tariff + premium from the completed auction.

❖ Estimated implementation time 3 months

• Postpone the annual yearly auction by ACA closer to the start of the yearly product

• More flexible deadlines for quarterly/monthly auctions by ACA closer to the start of the product

Can be combined with:

• Add additional monthly auctions→ Subsequent to ACA or by using UPA in substitution of ACA

If ACA stays, shortening rounds could also be considered (see proposal 1)



PROPOSAL 3

PROPOSAL 3 – additional UPA auctions

❖ We would like to avoid situation of offering the same products by more than one auction agorithm (ACA and UPA), it 
would cause development and maintenence challenges.

❖ It must be considered additional system load and ergonomic issues, because in the same time there might be offered Q, 
M, DA and WD auctions.

❖ In the case of repeating the auction for the same products, the issue of the starting price arises, if, for example in the first 
capacity was made available, when an auction premium appeared - then the starting price of the auction should be set in 
the amount of tariff + premium from the completed auction.

❖ Estimated implementation time 3 months

Follow the current CAM NC calendar for yearly, quarterly and monthly products but introduce additional UPA auctions. 

Maintain auctioning through ACA of the annual yearly auction, then offer yearly products on a continuous basis through UPA 
till the auction date of the next shortest product (quarterly capacities) starts. 

Monthly and quarterly products would be offered through UPA from the start and then also be offered on a continuous basis. 

DA and WD auctions remain the same. No changes to set-aside rules. 

Interruptible could also still be offered if firm capacity is not offered at all, sold out or sold with auction premium.



EFET  PROPOSAL

❖On GSA Platform we can easily set up new auction calendar, so change of the 
term of monthly auctions is easily adjustable

❖As we’ve stated on previous slides we would like to avoid mixing of alghorithms 
(ACA and UPA) for the same type of the auction products

❖Generates the biggest cost and time of implementation, may cause peak load 
because of increase number of auctions in the same time

Supplementary UPA (Uniform Price Algorithm) auctions for yearly, quarterly, and monthly products would be held for any capacity 
remaining unsold after the first relevant CAM NC (ascending clock) auction, up to the point where the capacity becomes usable

Monthly ACA auctions are scheduled earlier, on the 1st Monday of the month



ADDITIONAL PROPOSALS
❖ UPA for all products from the beginning (replacing ACA), but no additional auctions

❖ Estimated implementation time 1,5 month

❖ For ACA with long duration, step out from the ACA, opening a UPA

❖ Estimated implementation time 3 weeks

❖ UPA rules: replace pay-as-clear (UPA) with single round pay-as-bid or pay-as-clear UPA with one bid

❖ Estimated implementation time 2 months

❖ WD auctions: first round of WD auction for 24h products to finish earlier and introduce additional WD24 after

❖ Estimated implementation time 3 months

❖ Options addressing request for seasonal products and additional runtimes

❖ Add auctions for remaining days of the month on a day-ahead basis

❖ Estimated implementation time 3 months

❖ Auctions spanning 2 gas years

❖ Estimated implementation time 1 month



COMMENTS

❖All indicated costs are indicative and estimated.

❖It contains only neccessary changes which needs to be done only in GSA Platform 

system, it is worth to underline that in case of such significant changes all TSOs back-

end systems also need to be modified and costs will have to be borne by them.

❖Probably there will be the need to expand also the system hardware due to the 

greater number of auctions offered at the same time.



COSTS ESTIMATION
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Criteria for assessing the proposal 

Difference with the 
existing process

This criterium can be used to assess the similarities between the proposed 
solution and the existing one.

It can be used as a proxy indicating the possible level of impact the solution 
may have on the markets

Complexity for 
implementing the 

proposal

This criterium indicates the level of complexity for PRISMA to implement the 
proposed changes 

It focuses on the technical and financial aspects only

Time for implementing 
the proposal

This criterium indicates the time needed to implement the changes once 
they become binding for the TSOs



We connect energy markets enabling the Green Transition56

High level assessment of the proposals

Scale used to assess the proposal

None Low Medium High Very high

Criterium

ENTSOG’s 
Proposal Proposal 1:

Shorten the bidding 
rounds of ACA

Proposal 2:
“Light” alternative to 

EFET proposal

Proposal 3:
”Full” alternative to 

EFET proposal 
respecting current 

cascading rules

EFET Proposal

Difference with the 
existing process

Complexity for 
implementing the 
proposal

Time for 
implementing the 
proposal



We connect energy markets enabling the Green Transition57

PRISMA answers to the questions

Proposal 1: What is the ideal length of the bidding rounds according to you? (currently first bidding round is 3h, 
subsequent rounds 1 h w. 1h between rounds). How do you feel about not having the times defined in the code 
itself? 

30 minutes per bidding round should be enough to allow a proper participation in yearly, quarterly and monthly 
auctions

Proposal 2: What are your thoughts about the proposals that suggest replacing the initial ACA and use UPA from 
the start? 

From a booking platform point of view, this change can be done if a proper implementation lead-time is allowed

Proposal 3: What are your thoughts on the frequency of additional UPAs for Y, Q and M products? Should all 
products have the same frequency? 

PRISMA advises to find the right balance between auction frequency and technical/procedural complexity



Proposals for more flexible 
capacity allocation 
– RBP Platform Operator 
Assessment
ACER/ENTSOG joint workshop 27 June 2022
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• 12 countries

• 9 EU

• 3 non-EU

• 17 TSOs and 1 SSO

• 330+ network users

• Booking, gas transport & 

trading services

About RBP

https://ipnew.rbp.eu/Rbp.eu/#/about#our-services


UPAs respect 
cascading rules

Possible if first 

WD24 closes earlier 

UPAs respect 
cascading rules

UPAs not respecting 
current cascading rules

Monthly UPA
PAY AS BID

UPAs not respecting 
current cascading rules

PAY AS CLEAR

Alternative step out of
ACA with UPA

EFET/PC requests

EFET P1 P2 P3 Additional proposals
Can be combined with other 

proposals

PROPOSALS

Original Request

This proposal needs 
more assessment

POSTPONE Y, Q AND M AUCTIONS 
(BOOK CLOSER TO START OF 
PRODUCT)

SHORTEN ACA BIDDING ROUNDS

REPLACE ACA BY UPA

WD24 AUCTIONS FIRST CLOSING 
TIME SHORTEN

ADDING 24H WD AUCTIONS 
BEFORE GAS DAY

ADDING DAILY AUCTIONS
(BALANCE OF MONTH EQUIVALENT)

ADDING UPA AUCTION (M only)

ADDING UPA AUCTION Y, Q, M

CONTINUOUS* UPA AUCTIONS 
OVER 1 GAS YEAR

CONTINUOUS* UPA AUCTIONS
OVER 2 GAS YEARS

Monthly and Quarterly 
UPA

Main Proposals
Can be combined with other proposals
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AUCTIONS ANTICIPATED
(BOOK EARLIER)

Can be added for Y if 
needed

Can be added

Covered by continuous 
auctioning

*Continuous = offering auctions on 
a continuous basis as long as 
capacity is available.

RBP alternative proposal: 
Longer day ahead auction(s) &

1st WD auction to start later

RBP Assessment of the Proposals

Natively supported

Small development

Major development
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Covered by UPA 

Y,Q,M
Covered by UPA 

Y,Q,M

Depends on 

frequency
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Consultation Questions
Question RBP Answer

Proposal 1: What is the ideal length of the bidding rounds

according to you? (currently first bidding round is 3h,

subsequent rounds 1 h w. 1h between rounds). How do you feel

about not having the times defined in the code itself?

If ACA is kept, 1) All rounds could be 1 hour with 1 hour breaks.
We do not suggest to have shorter rounds, it could be difficult
for NUs interested in multiple Network points (mainly if NPs are
offered on different platforms) to participate and
monitor/evaluate the auctions. If the NC does not define the
times, it must be done within the ENTSOG Auction Calendar to
ensure consistent implementation across booking platforms

Proposal 2: What are your thoughts about the proposals that

suggest replacing the initial ACA and use UPA from the start?

This would significantly simplify the booking process for
shippers, therefore we support it.

Proposal 3: What are your thoughts on the frequency of
additional UPAs for Y, Q and M products? Should all products
have the same frequency?

Increasing the frequency too much may lead to a fragmented
capacity booking process akin to FCFS. Repeating each Y, Q and
M auction once

General questions: Which aspects of capacity allocation should

be kept as detailed rules in the CAM NC and what could be left

to be decided separately. What could the separate process look

like?

Auction algorithm(s) should be kept in the NC. Auction
frequency could be decided within ENTSOG and published in the
ENTSOG Auction Calendar providing sufficient lead time for
booking platforms for implementation and shippers to prepare



Contact us at support@rbp.eu

mailto:support@rbp.eu


ACER-ENTSOG Workshop on EFET’s FUNC Proposal 

27 June 2022 

Steve Rose –Chair of EFET’s Gas Hub Development Group (working for RWE) 
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Reaction to ENTSOG’s proposals (1)

Proposal 1 – Shorten the bidding rounds of ACA auctions

➢ Shorter bidding rounds may help traders know sooner whether they have been allocated capacity, 

particularly in volatile markets, but:

➢ ACA auctions close quickly when there is no congestion and can avoid being drawn out by 

setting market related price steps (i.e. reflecting price spreads)

➢ may be challenging for TSOs, booking platforms and small shippers to respond within ½ hour

➢ Doesn’t offer any new opportunities to auction capacity outside the existing auction calendar

➢ Will still require a CAM NC change  (article 17.2)
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Reaction to ENTSOG’s proposals (2)

Proposal 2 – light alternative to EFET proposal

➢ Pushing the Y and Q capacity auction dates back closer to their start dates may suit some shippers 

but not others

➢ Additional M capacity auctions after the now mid-month ACA auction offer more flexibility to sell 

monthly capacity, but for one week less than the EFET proposal

➢ Unrealistic to run supplementary ACA auctions for M capacity, so CAM NC change (Article 13.2) still 

needed for monthly capacity UPA auctions 
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Reaction to ENTSOG’s proposals (3)

Proposal 3 -Full alternative to EFET proposal

➢ Y capacity UPA auctions on a continuous basis after the initial ACA auction is consistent with EFET’s 

proposal but does not allow for Y capacity UPA auctions after the first Q ACA auction 

➢ Individual Q capacity UPA auctions after the initial ACA auction is consistent with the EFET proposal 

➢ M capacity via UPA auctions after the initial ACA auction and for all remaining months of the Q 

exceeds the EFET proposal, but limits new opportunities for the first month of each quarter   

➢ Replacing initial ACA auctions with UPA auctions for Q & M capacity removes the element of 

capacity price discovery and bid adjustment, which some shippers/traders value highly

➢ Arguable if it better complies with the cascading rules compared to EFET’s proposal as e.g. Nov 22 

capacity could be bought via a UPA auction before it would otherwise be offered in an ACA auction  
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Reaction to ENTSOG’s proposals (4)

Additional proposals

➢ UPA auctions replacing ACA auctions from the beginning removes the element of capacity price 

discovery and bid adjustment, which some shippers/traders value highly

➢ UPA auction step out from long drawn out ACA auctions is worthy of consideration assuming TSOs 

do not improve setting price steps which are relevant for market conditions

➢ UPA auctions run as pay-as-bid rather than pay-as-clear are not appropriate, particularly for Y, Q and 

M products, as they would allocate the same capacity at different prices (discriminatory?)

➢ First round of WD auctions (for the full 24hrs) currently closes at 02:30 CET on the preceding gas 

day. Could be merit in offering separate bidding rounds between 19:00 and 02:00 CET, but as 

additional day-ahead auctions not within day auctions

➢ Additional run times for BOM and weekend capacity could have merit as could auctions spanning 2 

gas years, but may add complexity to the auction calendar and undermine cascading rules
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Reaction to ENTSOG’s proposals (5)

Concluding remarks

➢ ENTSOG’s proposals are interesting, especially proposal 3, but none of them are materially better 

than the EFET proposal

➢ Over two years on it is disappointing that we are still discussing options and do not have a clear view 

on whether TSOs and booking platforms are willing and able to implement such options, or by when

➢ The absence of an EU network code change procedure is a serious regulatory flaw which must be 

addressed, as the FUNC process is not an adequate replacement.

➢ EFET’s proposal to enhance the existing CAM NC auction process had benefits two years ago but is 

even more beneficial now whilst we are experiencing unprecedentedly high gas prices and volatility

➢ ACER/EU should endorse the EFET proposal and allow interested TSOs and booking platforms to 

implement it, at least on a trial basis, by the end of this year.   



Thank You

secretariat@efet.org

www.efet.org
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